
I Intro. (Feb. 19, 2006) 

 We come now to a very exciting passage in 

which we see our adversary finally if not 

permanently judged. An angel from heaven casts 

secures him and banishes him to the abyss for one 

thousand years (Rev. 20:1-3). Next John saw 

martyred saints come to life and reign with our 

Lord for one thousand years (vs. 4). Finally, John 

distinguished between the two kinds and times of 

resurrections (vv. 5-6). 

 

II  “Satan Bound, Saints Reign” (Rev. 20:1-6) 

 A. Satan Bound (20:1-3) 

  1. (vs. 1) Satan has been busy 

throughout history warring against God and His 

people, but one day his career is going to come to 

a sudden halt. It all starts with an angel: “And I 

saw an angel coming down from heaven, having 

the key of the abyss and a great chain in his hand” 

(Ka i ; ei \don  a[ggelon  k at a ba i vn on t a  [“come 
down, go down, climb down…lit…of pers…of 

coming down fr. heaven”
1
] ejk  t ou' oujr an ou' [“as 

the abode of the divine…as the abode of 

angels”
2
] e[con t a  t h ;n  k lei 'n  [“anything used for 

locking, esp. a key…lit…The phrase 

e[cei n  t a;" k lei '"=hold the keys”3; “the symbolism 

is that of the complete supremacy of God over the 

region of the lost, in which, by angelic agency, 

Satan is destined to be confined for a thousand 

years.”
4
; “Antiquity also depicts the underworld as 

sealed off by gates to which various keepers have 

the keys, e.g., Nedu, Pluto, Kronos, or Isis. 

Judaism makes only isolated use of this concept. 

Revelation in 9:1 and 20:1 refers to the sealed 

abyss to which God or an angel has the 

key.”
5
] t h '" ajbuvs s ou [“abyss, depth, 

underworld…capable of being sealed”
6
; “In the 

NT it is a prison for antichrist {Rev. 11:7}, 

demons {Lk. 8:31}, scorpions {Rev. 9:3ff.}, and 

spirits {Rev. 9:1; 20:1, 3}. It is a well-like abyss 

from which smoke ascends {Rev. 9:1}. Satan will 

be shut up there for a thousand-year period {Rev. 
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20:1, 3}.”
7
] k a i ; a{lus i n  [“lit. chain…At the 

beginning of the ‘Thousand Years’ Satan will be 

bound w. a chain”
8
; “denotes a chain or bond for 

binding the body, or any part of it {the hands or 

feet}. Some derive the word from a, negative, and 
luoµ, to loose, i.e., not to be loosed; others from a 

root connected with a word signifying to 

restrain.”
9
] megavlh n  [“a large size, relative to the 

norm for the class of objects in question - ‘large, 

big, great.’…‘a big chain in his hand’”
10
; “comp. 

mei vz wn and beside it, because of the gradual 
disappearance of feeling for its comp. 

sense…large, great…lit…of any extension in 

space in all directions…a{lus i " a long 

chain”
11
] ejp i ; [“hand…lit…W. prepositions: the 

hand on or in which someth. lies or fr. which 

someth. comes or is taken”
12
] t h ;n  cei 'r a  aujt ou'). 

 Immediately following the demise of the 

beast and the false prophet to “the lake of fire” 

(19:20), John “saw” another phase in the 

revelation of Jesus Christ unfold before himself, 

“an angel,” we are not told which one or of what 

sort he was, but he must have had extraordinary 

power to fulfil his assignment of taking Satan into 

custody. For “Michael the archangel, when he 

disputed with the devil and argued about the body 

of Moses, did not dare pronounce against him a 

railing judgment, but said, ‘The Lord rebuke you’” 

(Jude 9). Nevertheless John saw, “an angel coming 

down from heaven,” perhaps Michael the 

archangel again as J. B. Smith thinks, presently 

well equipped with the necessary tools, “having 

the key (k lei 'n) of the abyss (ajbuvs s ou) and a great 
(megavlh n) chain (a{lus i n) in his hand.” We had 

the key to the “bottomless pit 

(t ou' f revat o " t h '" ajbuvs s ou, lit., ‘shaft of the 
abyss,’ ‘abyss’ is something without a bottom and 

hence measureless)” mention in 9:1, there given to 

“a star from heaven which had fallen to the earth,” 

an entity, a person, very difficult to identify, but 

probably an angel of some sort is in view, either 

good (Constable) or bad (Walvoord). Our angel 

here has a great chain, which refers to something 
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with, “large size, relative to the norm for the class 

of objects in question…a big chain,”
13
 or perhaps, 

“a long chain.”
14
 

 In 9:2, the key was used to open the abyss, 

perhaps here it will be used to lock it. Obviously, 

insofar as Satan, a spirit, being secured with a 

literal steel chain is concerned, such would be 

impossible. So “the chain must be figurative,”
15
 

even though, “the binding of Satan is real.”
16
 The 

chain must stand for whatever is necessary to 

enable this good angel to do his job. Incidentally 

the good angel is a spirit being too, of course, so 

the reference to his “hand” is equally figurative, as 

is the key. The key simply represents to power to 

access the abyss or to lock it as needed. 

  2. (vs. 2) Here Satan is taken into 

custody by the angel who bound him for one 

thousand years: “And he laid hold of the dragon, 

the serpent of old, who is the devil and Satan, and 

bound him for a thousand years” 

(k a i ; ejk r avt h sen  [“take into one’s possession or 
custody…arrest, take into custody, apprehend 

t i n av someone”
17
; “to be strong, mighty, to 

prevail…literally…‘took hold 

of’”
18
] t o;n  dr avk on t a  [“a legendary animal, 

usually regarded as being a kind of monstrous 

winged serpent or lizard – dragon…All references 

to  in the NT occur in the book of 

Revelation…where the term is used as a 

descriptive epithet for the Devil…something 

fearsome”
19
; “dragon, serpent, a sobriquet for the 

devil”
20
] oJ o[f i " [“snake, serpent…as a symbolic 

figure, frequent in mythology…as a designation 

for the devil”
21
; “the characteristics of the serpent 

as alluded to in Scripture are mostly evil…its 

treachery…its venom…its skulking…its 

murderous proclivities…Its characteristics are 

concentrated in the arch–adversary of God and 

man, the Devil, metaphorically described as the 
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serpent”
22
; “the rabbinic expression ‘the ancient 

serpent,’ equating the oŒphis {or draŒkoµn} with 
Satan.”

23
] oJ ajrca i 'o " [“of what has existed fr. the 

beginning, or for a very long time…the ancient 

serpent”
24
; “original, ancient {from archeµ, a 

beginning: Eng., archaic, archæology, etc.}, is 

used…of the Devil, as ‘that old serpent,’ Rev. 

12:9; 20:2, old, not in age, but as characterized for 

a long period by the evils indicated.”
25
; “This 

means ‘from the beginning,’ then ‘past’ or ‘old,’ 

often with a reference to origins and with 

something of the dignity of ‘ancient.’…Satan is 

the, ‘ancient serpent’”
26
; “Palaios denotes old, 

‘without the reference to beginning and origin 

contained in archaios’ {Abbott–Smith}, a 

distinction observed in the papyri {Moulton and 

Milligan}. While sometimes any difference seems 

almost indistinguishable, yet ‘it is evident that 

wherever an emphasis is desired to be laid on the 

reaching back to a beginning, whatever that 

beginning may be, archaios will be preferred 
{e.g., of Satan, Rev. 12:9; 20:2, see No. 1}. That 

which … is old in the sense of more or less worn 

out … is always palaios’ 
{Trench}.”

27
] o{" ejst i n  D i avbo lo " [“a title for the 

Devil, literally 

‘slanderer’”
28
] k a i ; oJ S at an a'" [“{a borrowing 

from Aramaic; a title for the Devil, literally 

‘adversary’}: the principal supernatural evil being 

- ‘Devil, Satan.’…‘he seized the dragon...that is, 

the Devil or Satan’”
29
; “lit. the adversary, in our 

lit. only the Adversary in a very special sense, the 

enemy of God and all of those who belong to God, 

simply Satan…W. di avbo lo " of the same being”
30
; 

“The terms D i avbo lo " and S at an a'" appear to 
function both as titles and as proper names. This 

results from the fact that the referent in each 

instance is unique. In the text of the Greek NT 

S at an a'" was traditionally written with an initial 
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capital letter, while di avbo lo " was normally written 

with a lower case initial letter, except for the 

occurrences of D i avbo lo " in Re 12.9 and Re 
20.2.”

31
] k a i ; e[dh sen  [“bind, tie.…of actual 

binding and imprisonment…supernatural 

binding…On the binding of the dragon”
32
; “is 

common in the NT for ‘to bind’ or ‘bind together’ 

{e.g., Mt. 13:30}, ‘to wrap’ {Jn. 11:44}, ‘to chain’ 

{Mk. 5:3-4}, and hence ‘to imprison’…cf. the 

chaining of Satan”
33
] aujt o;n  ci vli a  [“a 

thousand”
34
] e[t h  [“to mark a space of time”

35
]). 

 So the angel caught up with him for whom 

he was in pursuit: “And he laid hold of 

(ejk r avt h sen),” meaning to, “take into one’s 

possession or custody…arrest…(or) apprehend 

t i n av someone,”
36
 here of “the dragon 

(dr avk on t a),” a term that often has reference in 

ancient literature to “a kind of monstrous winged 

serpent or lizard…something fearsome,”
37
 here 

equal to “the serpent (o[f i ") of old,” in which form 

we remember him tempting Eve in the original 

setting of the garden of Eden (Gen 3:1), which he 

did by his craftiness (2Cor. 11:3), but there is a 

violent aspect to this description too as when in 

Rev. 12:15, “the serpent poured water like a river 

out of his mouth after the woman, so that he might 

cause her to be swept away with the flood.” He is 

further described here as “the devil (D i avbo lo "),” 
“slanderer,”

38
 “and Satan (S at an a'"),” meaning 

“adversary.”
39
 The angel from heaven enjoyed 

total success, “and bound (e[dh sen) him for a 

thousand years,” that is, “tie(d)”
40
 him up using 

the figurative “chain,”
41
 and confined him for the 

duration of the millennium, which is what is in 

view here as the rest of the context shows. 

 The one thousand years is to be taken 

literally as J. B. Smith says whom Constable 

quotes, “If 1,000 is a symbol, what about 7,000 
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(11:13), 12,000 (7:5), or 144,000 (7:4)? Are these 

symbols also? If 1,000 years is a symbolic term, 

what about 5 months (9:60), 42 months (11:2), and 

1,260 days (11:3)? To ask these questions is to 

show the absurdity of regarding the numbers as 

figurative, for on what ground could one 

consistently hold that one, 1,000, is figurative, and 

the others, including where multiples of 1,000 are 

used, are literal?”
42
 

  3. (vs. 3) Here we get more 

information as to the place and purpose and extent 

of the confinement, as well as what will happen 

when the confinement ends: “and threw him into 

the abyss, and shut it and sealed it over him, so 

that he should not deceive the nations any longer, 

until the thousand years were completed; after 

these things he must be released for a short time” 

(k a i ; e[ba len  aujt o;n  ei j" t h ;n  a[bus s on  [“a 
location of the dead and a place where the Devil is 

kept…‘abyss, abode of evil spirits, very deep 

place.’…‘and he threw him into the abyss’”
43
; 

“abyss, depth, underworld…dungeon where the 

devil is kept…capable of being sealed”
44
; “Hell is 

the abyss…and the lake of fire…the imagery may 

well derive from phenomena at the Dead 

Sea.”
45
] k a i ; e[k lei sen  [“shut, lock, 

bar…lit…Abs. shut”
46
] k a i ; ejsf r avgi sen  [“to use 

a seal to close or to make something secure - ‘to 

seal, to put a seal on, to make secure.’…‘he threw 

him into the abyss, locked it, and sealed it’”
47
; 

“{provide with a} seal…lit…Abs…he sealed {the 

closed mouth of the abyss} over him”
48
; “to 

seal…is used to indicate…security and 

permanency…on the contrary, of the doom of 

Satan, fixed and certain…‘sealed it 

over’”
49
] ejp avn w [“above, over…as improper prep. 

w. gen. over, above, on…of 

place”
50
] aujt ou' i {n a  mh ; p lan h vsh / [“act…fig. 

mislead, deceive t i n av someone”51] e[t i  [“yet, as 
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yet, still…‘any 

more’”
52
] t a; e[qn h  a[cr i  [“conjunction…without 

rel., used w. aor. subj. until”
53
] t eles qh '/ [“to 

occur or happen at the end of a duration - ‘to end, 

to come to an end.’…‘until the thousand years 

came to an end’”
54
; “bring to an end, finish, 

complete t i ; someth…Pass. be brought to an end, 

be finished, completed…Of time come to an end, 

be over”
55
; “to bring to an end {telos, an end}, in 

the Passive Voice, to be finished, is translated by 

the verb to finish”
56
; “A divinely appointed time 

‘ends’”
57
] t a; ci vli a  [“a thousand…The 

millennium”
58
] e[t h  met a; t au't a  dei ' [“An 

infinitive or an infinitive phrase frequently 

functions as the subject of a finite verb. This 

category especially includes instances in which the 

infinitive occurs with impersonal verbs such as 

dei ',  e[xest i n ,  do k ei ', etc…After these {events}, 

releasing him for a little while is necessary… 

Technically, there are no impersonal subjects in 

Greek as there are in English. Instances of the inf. 

with, say, dei ', are actually subject infinitives. 
Thus, dei ' me e[rces q a i means ‘to come is 

necessary for me’ rather than ‘it is necessary for 

me to come.’ One way to see the force of the 

Greek more clearly is to translate the inf. as a 

gerund {see our example from Rev 

20:3}.”
59
] luqh 'n a i  [“set free, loose, untie…lit. a 

pers., animal, or thing that is bound or tied…Also 

more gener…release, set free…Of Satan, bound 

and imprisoned in the abyss”
60
; “to loose, unbind, 

release…of Satan”
61
] aujt o;n  mi k r o;n  [“small…of 

things…short of time”
62
] cr ovn on  [“time, mostly 

in the sense a period of time”
63
]). 

 Here we get more description of what 

actually happened. There was a level of violence 

in the execution of the angel’s commission. For he 
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“threw him,” that is, Satan “into the abyss,” that 

bottomless pit, and secured him there when he 

“shut (e[k lei sen) it,” meaning to “lock”
64
 it (cp. 

Greek, “k lei v",” for “key” in vs. 1), “and sealed 
(ejsf r avgi sen) it over him,” with the sense, “to 

make…secure,”
65
 so that as a result, Satan’s stay 

there is “fixed and certain.”
66
 

 Now comes the purpose for his 

confinement. It was “so that (i {n a) “he should not 
deceive (p lan h vsh /) the nations any longer,” that is, 
that he should not “mislead”

67
 them, causing them 

to believe lies, for the entire span of the one 

thousand year millennium. Similarly we were told 

in Rev. 12:9 (cf. 13:14; 16:13-14) that he 

“deceives the whole world,” and in his first letter 

John told us that, “the whole world lies in the 

power of the evil one” (1Jn. 5:19). Presently, 

“Your adversary, the devil, prowls about like a 

roaring lion, seeking someone to devour” (1Pt. 

5:8b). Some reformed theologians, imagining 

vainly that the book of Revelation is historical and 

refers to the church age, say in light of Col. 2:15 et 

al., that Satan is bound now and has been 

throughout the church age. Such is not the case. 

One of these men was to have said that in light of 

1Pt. 5:8 that “Satan is on a long rope.” That does 

not fit scripture or experience. He is not on a rope 

at all! In the millennium, he will not even be 

present, which tells us something of what the 

millennial reign will be like: no temptation from 

Satan or demons at all (if Satan is banished, it 

stands to reason that demons will be also.). That is 

a radical change from our world. 

 “After these things,” that is after his one 

thousand year confinement, “he must be released 

(luqh 'n a i) for a short time (mi k r o;n  cr ovn on),” that 
is, short in comparison to the span of time he spent 

in confinement. When he is released, he will go 

right back to his previous evil action of deceiving 

the nations. In this short span of time, he will rally 

an enormous army to try to overthrow the perfect 

government and benevolent leadership of our 

loving Lord and only Savior, Jesus Christ. See 

Rev. 20:7-9. Why does God allow him to be 
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released? We will not know the total answer in 

this life, but Constable quoting Thomas says, “one 

purpose may be a partial answer. Through his 

release the whole universe will see that after the 

thousand years of his imprisonment and an ideal 

reign on earth, Satan is incurably wicked and 

men’s hearts are still perverse enough to allow him 

to gather an army of such an immense size.”
68
 

 B. Next John saw martyred saints come to 

life and reign with our Lord for one thousand years 

(20:4). 

  1. (vs. 4) Those who paid the 

ultimate price for faithful living as believers now 

get their reward: “And I saw thrones, and they sat 

upon them, and judgment was given to them. And 

I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded 

because of the testimony of Jesus and because of 

the word of God, and those who had not 

worshiped the beast or his image, and had not 

received the mark upon their forehead and upon 

their hand; and they came to life and reigned with 

Christ for a thousand years” 

(Ka i ; ei \don  q r ovn ou" [“of God…of the thrones of 

the 12 apostles as judges…or rulers in the time of 

the final 

consummation”
69
] k a i ; ejk avq i s an  [“intrans…act…

lit. sit down…W. prep.”
70
; “intransitively, to sit 

down…‘to sit down’ and ‘sat down’”
71
; “refers to 

a heavenly 

senate”
72
] ejp !  aujt ou;" k a i ; k r i vma  [“the authority 

or right to judge guilt or innocence - ‘the right to 

judge, the authority to judge.’…‘they were given 

the authority to judge’”
73
; “judging, judgment, the 

action or function of a judge…authority to judge 

was given to them”
74
; “denotes the result of the 

action signified by the verb krinoµ, to judge…it is 

used…of the right of 

judgment”
75
] ejdovqh  aujt o i '" k a i ; t a;" y uca;" [“so

ul life; it is oft. impossible to draw hard and fast 

lines betw. the meanings of this many-sided 

word…lit…of life on earth in its external, physical 
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aspects…{breath of} life, life-principle, soul, of 

animals…As a rule of human beings…When it 

leaves the body death occurs…The soul is 

delivered up to death…whereupon it leaves the 

realm of earth and lives on in Hades…or some 

other place outside the earth”
76
; “the psychaéŒ have 

attained to the final state after the first 

resurrection, so that obviously psycheµ� does not 
denote merely a provisional, noncorporeal state 

but embraces the whole person living in 

eschatological 

salvation.”
77
] t w'n  p ep elek i s mevn wn  [“to kill by 

beheading, normally an act of capital punishment - 

‘to cut the head off, to behead.’…‘the souls of 

those who had been beheaded’”
78
; “behead {with 

an ax—p evlek uv"}”79; “denotes, to cut with an axe 
{from pelekus, an 

axe}”
80
] di a; t h ;n  ma rt ur i van  [“pass. 

testimony…esp. w. ref. to Jesus…Rv speaks of the 

ma rt ur i va or the m.   jI h s ou' which the Christians, 
or certain Christians {martyrs, prophets}, 

possess”
81
; “Revelation also speaks about the 

witness of Jesus…which is identical to the word of 

God.”
82
]  jI h s ou' k a i ; di a; t o;n  lovgon  [“Apart from 

19:13 the singular ho loŒgos touŒ theouŒ is always 
linked with 

witness”
83
] t ou' qeou' k a i ; o i {t i n e" [“in our lit. as 

well as in the pap. occurring usu. in the 

nom…generically or generalizing: whoever, every 

one who…w. the aor. 

ind.”
84
] ouj p r o sek uvn h s an  [“used to designate the 

custom of prostrating oneself before a person and 

kissing his feet, the hem of his garment, the 

ground, etc.; the Persians did this in the presence 

of their deified king, and the Greeks before a 

divinity or someth. holy; {fall down and} worship, 

do obeisance to, prostrate oneself before, do 

reverence to, welcome respectfully…This 

reverence or worship is paid…to the devil and 
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Satanic beings”
85
; “Since the dative is the case of 

personal interest, it is easy to see the root idea 

coming through when an author chooses to use the 

dative direct object of p r o s k un evw. The idea of 
personal interest lends itself to personal relation, 

so it may be significant that usually in the NT, the 

dative direct object is used with p r o s k un evw when 
true Deity is the object of worship…The 

implication, in part, may be that God is a true 

God—one with whom human beings can have a 

personal relation. And usually, when false deity is 

worshiped, the accusative direct object is 

used”
86
] t o; qh r i von  [“{wild} animal, 

beast…lit…of animal-like beings of a supernatural 

kind…The ‘beasts’ or ‘animals’ of 

Rv”
87
] oujde; t h ;n  ei jk ovn a  [“image, 

likeness…lit…Of an image of a god”
88
; “of a 

statue or similar representation {more than a 

resemblance}”
89
] aujt ou' k a i ; oujk  e[la bon  [“{more 

passively} receive, get, obtain…as a periphrasis 

for the passive…receive a mark=be 

marked”
90
] t o; cavr agma  [“a meaningful mark, 

whether engraved, imprinted, or branded - ‘mark, 

brand.’…‘who...have not received the mark {of 

the beast} on their foreheads’…A more 

satisfactory indication of the relationship between 

‘mark’ and ‘beast’ would be ‘a mark showing 

one’s relationship to the beast’ or ‘a mark of 

loyalty to the beast’ or ‘a mark of the party of the 

beast.’”
91
; “a mark or stamp engraved, etched, 

branded, cut, imprinted…in Rv of the mark of the 

Antichrist, which his adherents bear on hand or 

forehead”
92
; “to engrave {akin to charakteµr, an 

impress…}, denotes…a mark or stamp”
93
; “The 

angel threatens with eschatological judgment all 

who bear the chaŒragma of the beast {14:9…}. 

Those who do not bear it have the role of 

eschatological 

judges”
94
] ejp i ; t o; mevt wp on  [“forehead…As the 
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place marked w. a sign of some kind”
95
; “meaning 

the ‘brow’ or ‘forehead,’ occurs in the NT only in 

Revelation…God’s enemies have the mark of the 

beast stamped on their hands and foreheads. This 

will bring them temporal prosperity but will also 

expose them to God’s wrath and exclude them 

from the millennial 

kingdom.”
96
] k a i ; ejp i ; t h ;n  cei 'r a  aujt w'n  k a i ; e[zh

s an  [“live…of physical life in contrast to 

death…of dead persons who return to life become 

alive again of men”
97
; “they came to life and ruled 

with Christ for a thousand years…The first aorist 

is ingressive; the second is constative.”
98
; “to live, 

be alive, is used in the N.T. of…the resurrection of 

believers”
99
] k a i ; ejba s i vleus an  [“be king, 

rule…of God and those closely united w. 

him…saints, who have been called to rule w. 

God”
100

; “to reign, is used…literally…of the 

saints, hereafter…where the aorist tense is not 

simply of a ‘point’ character, but ‘constative,’ that 

is, regarding a whole action as having occurred, 

without distinguishing any steps in its progress {in 

this instance the aspect is future}’
101

; ‘This word, 

meaning ‘to be king,’ ‘to reign,’…The called will 

reign with…or Christ”
102

; “The ‘thousand years’ 

makes it clear that the event portrayed by the aorist 

takes place over a long period of time {thus 

durative}. However, the aorist is used only to 

summarize the action. The force of the tense here, 

then, is not how long they reigned, but that they 

reigned.”
103

] met a; [“with genitive: 

with…denoting the company within which 

someth. takes place…to denote the company in 

which an activity or experience takes place”
104

; 

“Revelation has some statements with metaŒ that 
are close to Paul’s 

syŒn Christoµ�”105] t ou' Cr i st ou' [“The transition to 
sense 2 is marked by certain passages in which 
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Cr i st ov" does not mean the Messiah in general 

{even when the ref. is to Jesus}, but a very definite 

Messiah, Jesus, who now is called Christ not as a 

title but as a name”
106

] ci vli a  e[t h). 
 Next, John “saw thrones,” indicative of 

royal power, “and they sat upon them, and 

judgment (k r i vma) was given to them,” meaning 

that these had been given “the authority or right to 

judge guilt or innocence…‘they were given the 

authority to judge.’”
107

 Who are these who are 

seated upon the thrones? They are “probably the 

faithful saints who have returned with Christ to the 

earth,”
108

 likely believers from the church age who 

are also the bride of Christ, who have the 

“twofold”
109

 purpose of “ruling and judging.”
110

 

Remember that Jesus told the church at Thyatira, 

“And he who overcomes, and he who keeps My 

deeds until the end, TO HIM I WILL GIVE AUTHORITY 

OVER THE NATIONS;  AND HE SHALL RULE THEM 

WITH A ROD OF IRON, AS THE VESSELS OF THE 

POTTER ARE BROKEN TO PIECES, as I also have 

received authority from My Father; and I will give 

him the morning star” (Rev. 2:26-28). Similarly he 

say to believers in Laodicea, “He who overcomes, 

I will grant to him to sit down with Me on My 

throne, as I also overcame and sat down with My 

Father on His throne” (Rev. 3:21). 

 He also saw “the souls of those who had 

been beheaded because of the testimony of Jesus 

and because of the word of God, and those who 

had not worshiped the beast or his image, and had 

not received the mark upon their forehead and 

upon their hand.” These are obviously tribulation 

saints, for church age believers will not have had 

the opportunity to reject the things of the beast. 

These tribulation believers will have paid the 

ultimate price for their faith, being “beheaded 

(p ep elek i s mevn wn),” which was, “normally an act 

of capital punishment,”
111

 removing the head by 

being “cut with an axe.”
112

 This happened to them 

“because of (di a;)” or on account of their 

“testimony (ma rt ur i van) of Jesus and “because of 
(di a;)” or on account of “the word of God,” which 
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they believed, lived, and proclaimed. Kittel says 

that the, “witness of Jesus…is identical to the 

word of God,”
113

 which is hard to reject. Of course 

standing up for Jesus and His word involved the 

practical opposites, in not having “worshiped the 

beast,” the antichrist, “or his image,” established 

under the auspices of the false prophet, and in not 

having “received the mark upon their forehead and 

upon their hand,” which of course precluded them 

from commerce in buying or selling (Rev. 13:16). 

Those who received the mark “drink of the wine 

of the wrath of God” (Rev. 14:10), but those who 

refuse it suffer greatly at the hands of the 

antichrist. Who has it better in the end? 

 John says that the ones who suffered 

martyrdom at the hands of the antichrist, “came to 

life and reigned with Christ for a thousand years,” 

that is, at the end of the tribulation period at the 

second advent, these tribulation saints had body 

reunited with soul and/or spirit and went into the 

millennial reign in their now glorified bodies and 

ruled (ejba s i vleus an) as co-regents or co-kings 
with Christ for then entire millennial. To the victor 

goes the crown. The victors are those who died at 

the hands of the antichrist who now is in hell after 

a mere seven years in power on earth. 

 C. John distinguished between the two 

kinds and times of resurrections (20:5-6). 

  1. (vs. 5) Only those are raised who 

are going into the millennial reign, the others are 

not raised until after the millennium: “The rest of 

the dead did not come to life until the thousand 

years were completed. This is the first 

resurrection” 

(o i J lo i p o i ; [“remaining…other…subst…o i J lo i p o i v
,  a i J lo i p a i v the others…W. gen. foll…the rest of 

the dead”
114

] t w'n  n ek r w'n  oujk  e[zh s an  [“live…of 

physical life in contrast to death…of dead persons 

who return to life become alive again of men”
115

; 

“the resurrection of believers…and of 

unbelievers…the recovery of physical life from the 

power of death”
116

] a[cr i  [“conjunction…without 

rel., used w. aor. subj. until”
117

] t eles qh '/ [“bring 
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to an end, finish, complete t i ; someth…Of time 

come to an end, be over”
118

; “A divinely appointed 

time 

‘ends’”
119

] t a; ci vli a  e[t h  A u{t h  h J ajn avst a s i " [“r
esurrection from the dead…and so…of the future 

resurrection, at the Judgment Day…A second res. 

is presupposed by the aj.  h J p r wvt h”120; “of 

resurrection from the dead…of Christ…by 

metonymy, of Christ as the Author of 

resurrection…of those who are Christ’s at His 

Parousia…’the first resurrection;’ hence the 

insertion of ‘is’ stands for the completion of this 

resurrection, of which Christ was ‘the 

firstfruits’”
121

] h J p r wvt h  [“first of several, but 

also when only two persons or things are 

involved…of time first, earliest, earlier adj.”
122

]). 

 Here we learn that “The rest of the dead 

did not come to life until the thousand years were 

completed,” that is, those who worshiped the beast 

and afterward died, many at the hands of the 

returning Messiah with the sword proceeding out 

of His mouth, will not be in the millennium but 

will be in torment in the abyss or Hades for the 

duration of that time. They will then be raised 

along with all others of the unsaved dead to face 

the great white throne judgment. Then they will be 

cast into the lake of fire therein to be tormented 

day and night forever and ever (Rev. 20:10-15). 

The unsaved dead of all the ages of mankind 

including the millennium will be raised at the 

same time at the end of the millennium to face 

judgment and condemnation because their names 

will not be found written in the Lamb’s book of 

life. It is that simple. 

 The expression, “this is the first 

resurrection,” refers to that of vs. 4. Thus the two 

resurrections in Scripture are the resurrection of 

the saved, and the resurrection of the lost. The 

former takes place at different times in history, but 

all are saved who are thus a part of the first 

resurrection. All such incidences do take place 

before the second resurrection, which happens at 
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then end of the millennium as in the previous 

paragraph. 

 Constable gives various incidences of 

believers who are a part of the first resurrection 

and their various times in history: “First, He raised 

Jesus Christ who is the Firstfruits of those who 

sleep (1 Cor. 15:23). Second, He raised some 

saints near Jerusalem shortly after Jesus 

resurrection (Matt. 27:52-53), though this was 

probably a temporary resuscitation like that of 

Lazarus. Third, He will raise Christians at the 

Rapture (1 Thess. 4:13-18). Fourth, He will raise 

the two witnesses during the Great Tribulation 

(11:3, 11). Fifth, He will raise the Tribulation 

martyrs at the beginning of the Millennium (vv. 4-

5). Sixth, He will raise the Old Testament saints, 

probably at the same time (Isa. 26:19-21; Ezek. 

37:12-14; Dan. 12:24). Seventh, He will 

apparently raise the saints who die during the 

Millennium (cf. vv. 12-13). The idea that the 

resurrection of believers takes place in stages also 

finds support in 1 Corinthians 15:23.”
123

 We 

might take issue with some of the things in that 

quote, but it does prove that the first resurrection 

does not happen all at the same moment. 

  2. (vs. 6) Naturally those are 

pronounced blessed who participate in the first 

resurrection: “Blessed and holy is the one who has 

a part in the first resurrection; over these the 

second death has no power, but they will be priests 

of God and of Christ and will reign with Him for a 

thousand years” (ma k avr i o " [“found seven times in 

Revelation, 1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 

14.”
124

; “blessed, fortunate, happy, usu. in the 

sense privileged recipient of divine favor…of 

human beings…with a more obvious relig. 

connotation”
125

] k a i ; a{gi o " oJ e[cwn  [“act. 
trans…have as one’s own, possess…lit…have a 

share in someth.”
126

] mevr o " [“{an idiom, literally 

‘to have a part in’} to experience along with others 

- ‘to experience together with, to share in 

experiencing.’…‘one who experiences along with 

others the first resurrection’”
127

; “share…have a 
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126Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

127Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 
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share in someth.”
128

; “One can have a share…in 

an event…At the end of the aeon fellowship with 

Jesus will mean participation in the first 

resurrection”
129

] ejn  t h '/ ajn a st avsei  [“of those 

who are Christ’s at His Parousia…‘the 

resurrection of the just’…‘the resurrection of 

life’…‘the first resurrection;’ hence the insertion 

of ‘is’ stands for the completion of this 

resurrection, of which Christ was ‘the 

firstfruits’”
130

] t h '/ p r wvt h / ejp i ; [“with the 

genitive…of place….fig…over of power, 

authority, control of or over someone or 

someth…have power over 

someone”
131

] t ouvt wn  oJ deuvt er o " q avn at o " [“The 
NT sometimes portrays death as purely destructive 

and sometimes as involving future torment {cf. 

Mk. 9:48}. Yet God or Christ judges both the 

living and the dead, so that physical death is 

followed by judgment and resurrection. No 

detailed teaching is given on the intermediate 

state, but physical death becomes definitive death 

{the second death, Rev. 2:11; 20:6, 14; 21:8} 

through 

judgment.”
132

] oujk  e[cei  ejxous i van  [“ability to do 
someth., capability, might, power…have power 

over 

someone”
133

] ajll!  e[s on t a i  i Jerei '" [“lit…fig…of 

the Christians i Jerei '" t ou' qeou' priests of God”134; 
“one who offers sacrifice and has the charge of 

things pertaining thereto, is used…of 

believers”
135

; “all Christians are priests as they are 

redeemed by Christ, and as such they have a share 

in Christ’s royal 

dominion.”
136

] t ou' qeou' k a i ; t ou' Cr i st ou' k a i ; b
a s i leuvs ous i n  [“be king, rule…of God and those 

closely united w. him…saints, who have been 

called to rule w. God”
137

; “This word, meaning ‘to 

be king,’ ‘to reign,’…The called will reign with 
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God…or Christ”
138

] met !  [“with genitive: 

with…denoting the company within which 

someth. takes place…to denote the company in 

which an activity or experience takes 

place”
139

] aujt ou' ªt a;º ci vli a  e[t h). 
 Here we have the fifth of seven beatitudes 

in the book of Revelation (1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 

20:6; 22:7, 14). It is easy to see why. For 

obviously the “one who has a part in the first 

resurrection” is “blessed and holy.” Wonderfully 

on the negative side, “over these the second death” 

that is, the lake of fire, “has (e[cei)” or holds, “no 
power (ejxous i van)” or authority. Equally 

wonderfully, on the positive side, first resurrection 

believers, “will be priests of God and of Christ,” 

going to God apparently on behalf of men during 

the millennial reign, “and will reign with Him for 

a thousand years,” as we have already seen. 

 

III Conc. 

 Ultimately no matter what conditions may 

look like on earth at any particular time in history, 

whether now when, “the whole world lies in the 

power of the evil one” (1Jn. 5:19), or during the 

tribulation when through the dragon it was given 

to the antichrist, “to make war with the saints and 

to overcome them; and authority over every tribe 

and people and tongue and nation was given to 

him. And all who dwell on the earth will worship 

him” (Rev. 13:7b-8a), Satan is a loser. In the 

timing and power of God, a single angel will come 

down from heaven, grab the devil, time him up, 

throw him into the abyss, seal it over, and in that 

moment earth will be free of him for one thousand 

years. After being released for a little while, he 

will then be cast into hell forever. 

 Meanwhile, saints from the church age, 

and saints from the tribulation period will take 

their place on thrones and rule and reign with 

Christ for one thousand years. So no matter how 

much it may appear that we are losers now, we 

will be winner then. Let that be the controlling 

dynamic of your life! 
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